Resumé -Cet article traite de l approximation par éléments finis de problèmes aux limites elliptiques linéaires du 4 e ordre On obtient des majorations de Verreur quasi optimales dans les normes L 2 et L°° pour une methode "déplacement" non conforme utilisant Vêlement de Morley et pour une methode mixte connue sous le nom de schema d'Herrmann-Miyoshi La démonstration utilise de façon essentielle des estimations en norme L 1 pour les fonctions de Green régularisées et pour leurs analogues discrets

INTRODUCTION
Let Q be a bounded région in Euchdean space M 2 with piecewise smooth boundary ôQ Wc consider the standard mode! problem m hnear plate theory k ti for the fields of ail fc-th derivatives. "c" dénotes a positive generic constant which may vary with the context, but which is independent of all parameters and functions that appear.
The standard finite element displacement method based on the variational formulation (P) yields approximations to the displacement function u, from which one can compute also approximations, in gênerai discontinuous, to the most interesting bending moments M = V 2 u. For the conforming methods, which use proper subspaces SQCIHO' 2 (Q) of piècewise polynomial shape functions, optimal convergence resuit s in L 2 (Q) as well as in L°°(Q) are well known (see e. g. [8] and the survey article [7] ). The proofs proceed analogously to those for the second order case. Hence we shall only consider hère nonconforming éléments violating this compatibility condition: So<tHo i2 (Q). The simplest but rather typical représentative of this class, the quadratic element of Morley (see e. g. [4] ), will be analysed in detail. Another type of fmite element method is based on mixed variational formulations of problem (1.1). For this purpose we introducé the notation for the space of H lj2 -fields and correspondingly the forms )= where U and O dénote the fields obtained by embedding u and <p, respectively, into H lf2 (Q) 3 . Using this Ansatz, the trial functions only need to be in C°(fi), and one simultaneously gets continuous approximations to the displacement u as well as to the field M = V 2 u of bending moments. The discrete analogues of problem (P) are equivalent to the well known Herrmann-Miyoshi-scheme (see [5 and 1] ). In detail we shall analyse its version using piecewise quadratic shape functions.
Jn Jn
The present study for linear problems leads also to a corresponding analysis for nonlinear plate models which will be carried out in a forthcoming paper. For this purpose we are mainiy interested in pointwise error estimâtes for the bending moments which need to be controlled during some linearization process. We note that the results, stated below, even hold for more genera! linear 4th-order Systems ) is a vector fonction, and the coefficients a^y X , a% are such that the usual ellipticity and regularity conditions are satisüed (see e.g. [10] for the genera! scalar case).
FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATION
For the following we assume that Q is a convex polygonal domain. This does not restrict our results essentially, but it simplifies the présentation and proofs. Otherwise, in the case of a curved boundary, one has to deal with some type of boundary approximation (e.g. polygonal approximation, isoparametric éléments, etc.). The présence of "nonconvex" angular points of the boundary would cause additional difficultés because of singular behaviour of the solution u of (1.1). was given by the author in [8] . These results are in some sense unsatisfactory. The estimate (2.1) requires the H 4 ' 2 -regularity of the solution u which cannot be expected in genera! even in convex polygonal domains. The L°°-estimate (2,2) is not sufficient for an analysis of quasi-linear 4th-order problems as mentioned in paragraph 1. These problems are solved by the following theorem. These results are optimal with respect to the power of h as well as to the regularity requirement.
In order to describe the mixed method based on the formulation (P) of problem (1.1) we introducé the following spaces
is a polynomiai of degree less or equal two},
Obviously the product spaces V% x W h are conforming for the formulation (P). Then the Herrmann-Miyoshi-scheme may be defined by
These finite dimensional problems are uniquely solvable since any solution of the corresponding homogeneous problem necessarily equals zero. For this mixed method Brezzi, Ciarlet and Raviart [1, 3] proved the error estimate |||| ||||||u|| 3>2f (2.3) and Scholz [11] derived the improved L 2 -estimate
|l||| (2.4)
Corresponding results also hold for higher order finite éléments. The case of piecewise linear éléments was treated originally by Miyoshi [5] on locally uniform meshes and recently by Scholz [12] for the special case v= 1 even on gênerai meshes. The L°°-estimate for the piecewise quadratic case (2.5) was proved by the author in [8] . Our approach to the above L°°-error estimâtes is closely related to those used by J. A. Nitsche [14] , R. Scott [15] and by J. Frehse and the author in [13] . Unfortunately the rather elegant technique of [14] seems to yield only a reduced order O(h 312 ), which dépends on the fact that the duality between L 2 and H 4 cannot be full utilized with quadratic fmite éléments. The method in [15] needs explicit point wise estimâtes for the derivatives of Green's functions and is less convenient for treating the additional technical difficultés arising for nonconforming or mixed methods. Hence our proofs are essentially based on a modification of the method described in [13] which uses so-called regularized Green's functions and weighted a prion'-estimates.
The proof will be given for a more gênerai version of problem (P). For this purpose we introducé the spaces which are provided with the norms ||. || 2 ,2,^ For some arbitrarily fixed h>0 let In the folio wing the generic constant c> 0 will always be independent of F (. ) and h>0. For abbreviation we set e : =v -v h .
(À) Here we prove the L 2 -error estimâtes.
We recall the folio wing standard estimate for nonconforming methods (see e.g. [2] (3.13) where N h (., .), B h (., .) are defined as above and the relations are used:
L(I h e) = a h (w-w h , v -I h v) + a h (w h , e)-a h {w, v~I h v) = a h (w-w h , v-I h v) + N h (v, w h -w)-B h {w, v-I h v) + (VAw,V(v-l h v)) h
Hence we obtain using (3.8) and (3.9) for v and w, respectively, I 2;fe/ ||M>||3,2-and consequently, using (3.10), (3.12) 
|L(I fc e)| = \a h {g-g h , v-I h v) + N h (v, g h -g) -B"(g, v-I h v) + (VAg, V(v-I h v)) h \
and consequently by (3.10):
|Z(/^)|^c/z|| î ;||3, 0 o{||V 2 (g-^)|| 1>ft + / î ||V 3^| | 1 }.
In the next step we shall prove the foliowing estimate
by which all the desired L^-error estimâtes can easily be obtained.
(C) The error E : = g -g h will be estimated by a technique which was already used by J. Frehse and the author in [13] for second order problems. For this purpose we introducé the weight-function where ie is the center of the fixed triangle fell h , and the corresponding weighted The following relations will be frequently used Using this one obtains from (3.21):
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In the folio wing we continue using some of the notation introduced in paragraph 3. We start with the proof of the L 2 -error estimâtes assuming again that the right hand side ƒ of problems (1.1) is a functional ƒ e/f" 1>2 (Q).
(A) By combining the équations of problems (P) and (P h ) one obtains the orthogonality relations Now, using (4.5), we find To prove this we estimate, using again the notation introduced in paragraph 3(C), with some fixed aeU: 3 . Using (4.1) and the relation
we conclude that
and further using (4.15): The relations (4.15) lead us to (E) Proof of the lemma: We only give a sketch of the highly technical but Standard argument. All constants c appearing below are independent of h. Let the error | V (u -u h ) | attain its maximum value at some triangle Te H h which, by assumption ( where Ci is the constant appearing in (4.21). The technical details of this construction are omitted. Then we conclude from the estimate (4.21) that
-D(E h -G 2 (0-& h ), G-G h )-D(o 2 (®-® h ), G-G h )
